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BWSSB - Competitive Examination – 2019 - Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ)

A. Important Instructions to Candidates - On the days of examination:

1. There will be negative valuation, for every wrong answer 0.25 marks will be deducted.
2. OMR Answer Sheet is a candidate specific.
3. OMR Answer Sheet which will be given to the candidates in the examination hall will be

pre-printed with the candidate Admission Ticket Number, Name and the Version Code of
the Question Paper Booklet, hence the candidates have to

a) confirm whether the Register No.., name printed on the OMR Answer Sheet and in
the Admission Ticket are same.

b) confirm whether the OMR Answer Sheet and the Question Paper issued to them
are with same Version Code.

4. Candidates have to enter the Version Code and Serial Number of the question booklet on
the Nominal Roll without making any mistakes.

5. Candidates have to compulsorily sign at the bottom portion of the OMR answer sheet in
the space provided, Answer Sheet without candidate signature liable to be rejected.

6. Candidates have to compulsorily affix the complete signature and Left Hand Thumb
Impression at the bottom portion of the OMR answer sheet in the space provided.

7. The timing and marks printed on the OMR answer sheet should not be damaged /
mutilated / spoiled.

8. The 3rd Bell is issued at 10.30 am / 2.30 pm, till then;
 Do not remove the seal present on the right hand side of this question

booklet.
 Do not look inside this question booklet.
 Do not start answering on the OMR answer sheet.

9. The question booklet contains 100 questions and each question will have one statement
and four distracters. (Four different options / choices.)

10. After the 3rd Bell is rung at 10.30 am / 2.30 pm, remove the seal on the right hand
side of this question booklet and check that this booklet does not have any unprinted or
torn or missing pages or items etc., if so, get it replaced immediately by complete test
booklet by showing it to Room Invigilator. Read each item and start answering on the
OMR answer sheet.

11. During the subsequent 120 minutes:
 Read each question carefully.
 Choose the correct answer from out of the four available distracters (options /

choices) given under each question / statement.
 Completely darken / shade the relevant circle with a blue or black ink ballpoint

pen against the question number on the OMR answer sheet.



B. General Instructions:

1. Use of any type of calculator or log table etc is prohibited.

2. The candidates have to appear for exam as per the schedule and eligibility to the

respective subject to become eligible for further process of determination of merit /

process of recruitment.

3. Mere appearing for Competitive Examination does not confer any right on the

candidate for determination of merit / further process of recruitment.

4. Candidates will NOT be allowed to carry ANY Modern Electronic Equipments,

Gadgets, Pagers, Mobile Phones, Bluetooth, Markers, White Fluid, Calculator,

Wireless sets, bits of paper, books / note etc. into the Examination Hall. The

candidate (s) found in possession of any of these items in the examination hall will

be treated as unfair means and his / her result will not be declared.

5. There will not be any counter at the examination hall to keep above items, hence

candidates should not carry any items listed in item 5 above.

6. The candidates are not allowed to wear / carry any type of wrist watch in

the examination hall / room. Candidates are informed to check the Bell Timings

for Caution Bells at different intervals.

7. The candidate should note that their candidature is strictly provisional. The mere fact

that Admission Ticket has been issued and the candidate is allowed to appear for the

examination shall not imply that Government / KEA has finally accepted his / her

candidature.

8. Along with the Admission Ticket candidate has to carry any one valid

Photo Identity Card like Passport / Aadhar Card / PAN Card / Voter ID /

Driving Licence.

9. The candidates have to follow the instructions given by the invigilators in the

examination hall / room. The candidates, who will not follow the instructions, will be

treated as unfair means and his / her result will not be declared.

10. Read the instructions given in the Admission Ticket.

11. No candidate will be allowed to appear at the examination centre other than that

allotted to him / her in the admission ticket.



12. Any candidate writes / shades anything other than the required entries on the OMR

Answer Sheet, which may result in disclosing the candidate identity, or use of

abusive language or employ any other unfair means, such as change of marking

answers by scratching or using white fluid, such candidate’s are liable for

disqualification.

13. The candidate should use only Blue or black ink ball point pens.

14. The candidate should not carry more than two / three ball point pens (Blue / Black)

with them to the examination hall and also they should not carry pencil with them to

the examination hall.

15. The Questions and Answers in each subject question paper will be printed both in
English and Kannada Language (Except Languages). In case of any discrepancy in
the English and Kannada Versions, the English version will be taken as final.

Sd/-
Executive Director.
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